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Hundreds of area farmers growing cherries

‘Tart cherries have a short shelf life. It’s tough for grocery stores to compete with farmers’ markets’
By RICHARD McDONOUGH
AFP Correspondent

Cherries — both sweet and sour
(tart) — are modest crops on Delmarva in terms of acres, but a few hundred
farmers grow the red fruit states.
Throughout the three Delmarva
states, according to the USDA, 48
farms grew sweet cherries on 88 acres

in Maryland in 2017, and 39 farms
grew sweet cherries on 68 acres in
Maryland in 2012.
In Delaware, the USDA indicated
that there were four farms growing
sweet cherries in 2017, and three farms
growing sweet cherries in 2012.
There were 139 farms growing
sweet cherries on 112 acres in Virginia
in 2017, according to the USDA, and

72 farms growing this crop on 47 acres
in the commonwealth in 2012.
The USDA indicated that Maryland included 33 farms growing sour
cherries on 58 acres in 2017, and 25
farms producing this crop on 56 acres
in 2012.
Sour cherries were grown on one
farm in Delaware in both 2017 and
2012, according to the USDA.

In Virginia, the USDA reported
that there were 67 farms growing sour
cherries on 24 acres in 2017, and 39
farms producing this fruit on 19 acres
in 2012.
“Washington, California and Oregon are the primary sweet cherry proSee CHERRIES
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Berries
used to
diversify
offerings

Three-state region sweet
on offering customers
blackberries, raspberries
By RICHARD McDONOUGH
AFP Correspondent

Berries are a niche crop in the three
Delmarva states, and in many cases
used to diversify a farm’s crop mix and
add to their pick-your-own menu.
Most of these farms are located in
Maryland and Virginia counties west
of the Chesapeake Bay.
One of the farms that grows both
blackberries and raspberries — black
raspberries, specifically — is Dickie
Bros. Farming operations here can be
traced back to 1752.
John Bruguiere and his brother,
Tommy, operate the farm today. They
are seventh-generation farmers at this
site in Roseland in Virginia’s Nelson
County.
“We farm more than 700 acres,” said
Bruguiere. “We produce field corn, hay,
and other crops. We have about 80 head
of cattle. Our orchard includes approximately 40 acres of apples, peaches, and
other fruit trees.”
Dickie Bros. grows black raspberries and blackberries on about one acre
of ground.
“We added the berries to help diversify our farming operations and to
bring in more customers,” Bruguiere
said. “In farming, you have to always
be willing to change to survive. Many
See BERRIES
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From his home office “library,” Gary Mount holds his new book, “A Farmer’s Life”, a collection of columns and stories from over
the years as a farmer and leader in the New Jersey agriculture industry.
Photo by Richard Skelly

Mount’s new book ‘a lot of fun’
‘A Farmer’s Life’ features collection of his stories within N.J. agriculture
By RICHARD SKELLY
AFP Correspondent

LAWRENCE TOWNSHIP, N.J. —
The learning process involved in the
ways crops are grown and adapting to
changes in technology has always fascinated Gary Mount, owner of Terhune
Orchards.

He’s been in love with learning new
things all his life.
With the publishing of “A Farmer’s
Life,” a collection of columns and stories from over the years as a farmer and
leader in the New Jersey agriculture
industry, he’s gathered a lot of what he’s
learned to share with others.
“Putting this book together has been

a lot of fun,” Mount related in the office
of his wine barn, noting he’s been writing his stories and columns for 35 years
for the Terhune Orchards newsletter.
He also wrote new columns — all
are short vignette-style chapters —
See BOOK
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Spotted Lanternfly information available online

TRENTON, N.J. — The New Jersey Department of Agriculture is
encouraging residents and business
owners to go to www.badbug.nj.gov to
find information that can assist them
in learning how to fight the spotted
lanternfly.
The webpage includes a timeline
for the stages of growth for the insect
as well as treatment options.
The spotted lanternfly is currently
in the nymph stage, where it is tiny
and black with white dots but will soon
advance to its next stage and become
red with white dots.
The bug reaches full maturity in

Cherries ...
Continued from Front Page

ducing states, accounting for almost
90 percent of the quantity produced
nationwide,” according to a statement
from the USDA referencing 2020
statistics. “The primary tart cherry
producing state is Michigan, accounting for nearly 74 percent of tart cherry
production.”
MacBride and Gill Falcon Ridge
Farm in Westminster, Md., is one of
the farms in Maryland that grows
cherries.

mid-to-late August, when it begins
laying egg masses that will hatch next
spring.
The NJDA continues to ask residents to stomp on or destroy the
spotted lanternfly whenever possible.
“The more of these that we can
eliminate before they mature, means
fewer will reach adulthood,” NJDA
Secretary Douglas Fisher said. “While
we have crews that are working
throughout the state to reduce the
spotted lanternf ly population, everyone can join the fight against this
invasive pest.”
Along with the treatment options

listed at www.badbug.nj.gov, residents can also use businesses that
are licensed pesticide applicators to
provide treatments to kill the spotted
lanternfly.
However, if residents do choose
an over-the-counter treatment option,
they should carefully follow directions
on the product when applying it.
While the spotted lanternfly does
not harm humans or animals, it can
feed on about 70 different types of
vegetation or trees.
The pest’s preferred host is the Tree
of Heaven, an invasive plant that has
been in the United States for decades.

The spotted lanternfly is native
to Asia and it was first found in the
United States in Berks County, Pa.,
in 2014.
It is considered a plant hopper and
can fly only a few feet at a time.
However, the spotted lanternfly is
an excellent hitchhiker and can travel
on almost any kind of transportation
for several miles, even in its nymph
stages, which has allowed it to spread
to several states.
The NJDA is also asking for people
to check their vehicles before leaving
an area to make sure the pest is not
coming along for the ride.

“We have about 200 cherry trees,”
said Stanton Gill of MacBride and Gill
Falcon Ridge Farm. “We produce 10
varieties of sweet cherries and three
varieties of tart cherries.” Gill is
also an Extension Specialist in IPM
and Entomology at the University of
Maryland Extension, Central Maryland Research and Education Center.
He said most of the cherries grown
at this farm are sold to consumers
picking their own in the orchard
or buying cherries at local farmers
markets.
In addition, the farm sells the fruit
to area restaurants and caterers.
“We had 21 volunteers come out to
help pick the sweet cherries on June

18,” Gill said. “They helped pick 2,400
pints of sweet cherries. Selling very
well at the weekend farm markets.”
He stated that tart cherries, in particular, sell well through these market
channels. “Tart cherries have a short
shelf life,” he said. “It’s tough for grocery stores to compete with farmers’
markets on this crop.”
“We’ve also found that individuals
who had been raised in Ukraine, Poland, the Czech Republic, and other
areas of Eastern Europe love tart
cherries,” he continued. “Many were
not raised on sugar, so the tart cherries
are preferred over the sweet cherries.”
Another farm that grows cherries
in the region is Levering Orchard in

Ararat, Va.
This farm includes about 33 acres
of cherry trees as well as acres of
additional fruits, including apples
and peaches, among other crops. The
farm dates back to 1908, when the first
apple trees were planted here. Cherry
trees were added beginning in 1972.
“We grow both sweet and sour
cherries,” said Frank Levering of
Levering Orchard. “Altogether, we
grow 59 varieties of cherries. Most of
our trees produce sweet cherries, but
we are planting additional sour cherry
trees. We have found that there is a
growing market for sour cherries.”
Levering noted one of the challenges for many farmers has been labor
availability, but that he has found ways
to deal with this issue.
A pick-your-own business model
allows upwards of 95% of the cherries
as well as the other fruits grown at
this orchard to be picked directly by
consumers.
“A big source of our customer base
comes from the Raleigh/Durham,
Winston-Salem, and Charlotte areas
of North Carolina,” Levering said.
“We’re close to the North Carolina
border — only 8 miles away — so we
also draw customers from small towns
in both Virginia and North Carolina.
A number of our customers are either
first generation Americans or are
individuals that were born in foreign
nations and now live in the area.”
Beyond using that pick-your-own
business model, Levering Orchard has
raised wages substantially to better
compete in the local economy.
“Labor trends over the past decade
have been difficult,” he said. “The
COVID-19 Pandemic made those
challenges more acute. Folks who
previously worked on a seasonal basis
in the fields have instead taken fulltime jobs.
Those individuals are not generally
available for four to six weeks to pick
cherries, for example.
“We have found by raising our
wages from $10 per hour to $17 per
hour, we are able to be very competitive with other jobs in the area,”
Levering said. “We think this was the
right decision. People who have fulltime jobs that pay a lower wage can
now afford to take time off from their
full-time employment (many area jobs
pay about $15 hourly) and work for us
during the seasons for our cherries and
other fruits.”
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Beneduce carries family tradition into vineyard, winery
By RICHARD SKELLY
AFP Correspondent

PITTSTOWN, N.J. — Mike Beneduce may be one of a few winery
operators in New Jersey who actually
had the benefit of studying wine making in college.
Raised in Gillette, a town in Morris
County, Beneduce’s father launched
Great Swamp Greenhouses and Garden Center in the late 1970s. His
family always made their own wine
and he said that sparked his interest
at an early age.
Now he’s the owner and manager
of Beneduce Vineyards in Pittstown.
“When I was in high school, we
started looking at what else we could
produce at this facility. When wine
grapes came up as a possibility, we
really didn’t have the knowledge to
grow this crop so that’s why I went
up to Cornell to study enology and
viticulture,” Beneduce said.
“I started planting the vineyard in
2009 while I was finishing college,
and we opened to the public in 2012,”
Beneduce said, noting the summer of
2022 is the facility’s 10th anniversary
year.
“We had this barn in place before
we opened, so this is now our production facility and tasting room. We
converted it and have since expanded

Mike Beneduce was candid while leading a small group of curious viticulturists
around his property.
Photo by Richard Skelly

in both directions over the last 10
years” he said.
Beneduce Vineyards opened with
about 1,000 cases of wine made from
grapes grown on-site and imported
fruit from California as well, “but each

year, we’ve been planting a few more
acres in the vineyard. We now have
25 acres planted and we’re using 100
percent estate-grown grapes to make
our wines since 2021.”
Beneduce is in attendance every

year in March at the Grape Expectations Conference for Garden State
vineyard operators at Forsgate Country Club. Does he agree with Dr. Gary
Pavlis, the Atlantic County Rutgers Ag
Extension Agent, that wines made in
New Jersey in 40 years will be every
bit as good as wines made in similar
climates in France?
“Yes, I definitely think we have the
potential for world-class wine here in
New Jersey,” he said. “It takes a long
time to figure out what are the right
grapes for the soil types we have here,
but once you figure that out you want
to figure out what wine style works
best to highlight these fruits.”
“We also have a new wave of farmers and many of them are interested in
pivoting away from typical field crops
like soy and corn. Many of them have
smaller parcels of land to work with so
they really have to find value-added
products like wine or niche products
like organic specialty vegetables so
that they can have a higher value per
acre of land.”
Beneduce was ver y candid in
leading the small group of curious
viticulturists around his property,
highlighting different grape growing
techniques he has learned over the
See BENEDUCE
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Growing Amelanchier for fruit

By CHELSEY MacBRIDE-GILL
and STANTON GILL

HORTICULTURAL IPM

(Editor’s note: Chelsey MacBride-Gill is the farm manager for
Falcon Ridge Farm and Stanton Gill
is the Regional Specialist in IPM
and Entomology, CMREC, University of Maryland Extension and
Professor with Montgomery College
Landscape Technology Program
E-mail insect or plant questions to
dfplantquestions@gmail.com.)
A plant that you might be familiar
with as a landscape shrub is Amelanchier, but you can also grow it for
its enjoyable fruit.
The shrub or tree produces a
small berry in early June for two to
three weeks.
We have been growing the plants
at our farm for the past 10 years in
the ground and in large containers.
We prune the plants back every
year to make picking easier and
netting the shrubs when the fruit is
almost ripe to protect it from birds.
A member of the Rosaceae
family, with many common names,
Amelanchier is native to temperate
regions in the Northern Hemisphere.
It grows across the United States
and Canada, with a few varieties also
found in Asia and Europe.

STANTON
GILL

CHELSEY
MacBRIDE-GILL

Saskatoons, shadbush, or serviceberry are some of the common
names of Amelanchier alnifolia, a
variety common in the west of the
Mississippi, with the variety, Amelanchier canadensis common on the
East Coast.
The plant can reproduce by seed,
sexually or asexually, and hybridize
with other varieties.
It grows as a multi-stemmed
shrub and ranges in height from 3 to
25 feet, depending on the variety.
The fruit is an early food source
for birds, especially as the berries
turn from red to purple, and bees
visit the flowers as an early pollen
source.
Amelanchier canadensis is often
See GILLS
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There’s an app for that
They say there is an app for everything these days.
There are applications for your
smart phone that can track your
health, diet, and daily steps. There
are useful ones such as time management apps and vacation planning
apps, but also apps that can be a big
time and money drain like betting
games and sports trackers.
Here are a few I think can help
you better do your green job better.
The first is ID Weeds. According
to Farm Bureau Financial Service,
it has an “easy-to-use identification
system that allows you to search for
weeds by their common or Latin
name, view a list of weeds and identify weeds based on characteristics
like habitat, leaf type, flower color
and root system.”
The next is Growers Edge. According to Small Business Trends,
it “allows farmers to gain access
to crucial aspects of their business
from an iPhone of Android phone.
The app also provides market commentary, farming news, weather
information, a local rain report and
commodity quotes, everything to
help farmers improve operations and
maximize profits.”
Weather apps of all kinds are
endorsed by many growers.
Popular ones include the Pocket
Rain Gauge, AccuWeather, Dark Sky
Weather, and CARROT Weather.
Ceres Imaging is another useful
one according to Matt Hopkins is

GREEN
MARKETING
By KATHY JENTZ
Senior Online Editor for the Agribusiness Group at Meister Media
Worldwide.
He writes, “Farmers use Ceres
Imaging to help understand water
stress, plant nutrient uniformity, pest
emergence, and other issues in their
fields. Ceres Imaging provides aerial
spectral imagery throughout the
growing season to observe patterns
and trends over time, view your
entire farm, or zoom into individual
rows and plants. Your imagery can
be downloaded to your device for
guaranteed viewing while in the
field. View your location in the field
and navigate to areas of concern with
your GPS overlaid on the imagery
map.”
Buying or selling a tractor? AgWeb Farm Journal says the TractorHouse app is essential.
They say, “This app lets users
browse and sort thousands of listSee JENTZ
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Book ...

Continued from Front Page

specifically for “A Farmer’s Life.”
“One of my college classmates, Jim
Merritt, encouraged me to put out a
book, so he was my editor,” Mount
explained of the Pennington-based
Merritt, a veteran journalist who writes
a lot about fishing and for outdoor
magazines.
“Jim got me going on the idea of
doing the book,” Mount said. It took
me a while and I was not as diligent as I
might have been, but people are always
so interested in what we do here. They
keep asking questions. Why are you
doing this? How are you doing that?
So I liked the idea of sharing all the
information that we’ve acquired over
the years and I include a lot of reminiscences from when I was growing
up on an apple farm in West Windsor
and working on the farm. I’ve written
about that because farming was a whole
different world back then.”
Most recently, he’s become fascinated with growing grapes and making
wine.
Four decades into his fruit and
vegetable growing career, he shifted
focus and built a wine barn and grape
processing and bottling facility on his
property.
Themes emerge when reading
through “A Farmer’s Life,” which
covers fruit and vegetable pests to
integrated pest management practices
to the vagaries of growing different
vegetables and fruits to drilling for
water to irrigate the 250 acres he and
his family and staff oversee.
One near-constant theme is how
humble one becomes as a farmer. Just
when Mount figures he’s got the fundamentals of growing some certain fruit
or vegetable down pat, he discovers
some new pest has nearly ruined that
year’s crop, or the old ways of managing a particular crop are no longer
working.
A lifelong student, he’s insatiably
curious and stays on top of emerging

Jentz ...
Continued from Page 4

ings. Drill down to find the exact
make and model you’re looking
for. The app also can sort results
by location and display the for-sale
equipment nearest to you.
One online reviewer says, ‘You’ll
find your [next] machine flat out
easy and fast!’”
Finally, Successful Farming says
you shouldn’t be without the FarmHand app.
They say, “A farm labor shortage is putting serious pressure on
producers.
This app is hoping to alleviate
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ag technologies.
He has invested in a sophisticated
apple storage system that allows his
fall-picked apples to stay fresh and be
ready for consumption the following
spring.
The apples are stored at a constant
52 degree temperature and oxygen levels in the apple vault are brought down
to 2 percent for winter storage.
Mount was asked to consider becoming Secretary of Agriculture at
one point in the 1980s — the position
is appointed by farmers from the State
Board of Agriculture and not a political
appointment — and he decided he’d
be happier working at his farm with
family and friends, seven days a week
during the season.
Mount is a 10th generation farmer
whose great-grandfather and grandfather grew a variety of vegetables,
but his father Bernard grew apples for
wholesale with no retail operation.
The Mount family’s apple farm was
located on Route 1 in West Windsor
where Carnegie Center hotel/office
complex is located today. He attended
West Windsor schools, Princeton High
School.
He graduated high school in 1962
and from Princeton University in 1966.
Mount’s father passed away at age
56, several months after Gary graduated from Princeton, where he majored
in Physiological Psychology.
“The day before I was going to
register for graduate school, my father
died.” Mount, one of four brothers in
the middle of the birth order, said, and
he decided to come back to the family
farm.
He added some columns in the book
with reminiscences about his time on
the State Board of Agriculture and time
spent developing the state’s important
farmland preservation laws.
He also worked with then Agriculture Secretary Art Brown and then
Gov. Thomas H. Kean on developing
the state’s now nationally recognized
Jersey Fresh marketing program.
“Art Brown was very innovative
and always willing to try new things,”
Mount recalled. He also included about
having been a farm boy and getting
some of those challenges by connecting farm job seekers with farm
job workers in lieu of relying on ads
posted in diners or word of mouth. It
features ratings and reviews and allows local workers to list their work
experience.”
The app originated at Iowa State
University’s Start-Up Factory in
Ames, Iowa, and was developed by
a farmer.
These apps any many more are
making it easier than ever to keep
tracks of weather, market prices,
your schedule, and much more.
(Editor’s note: Kathy Jentz is
the editor/publisher of Washington
Gardener Magazine, the publication
for Mid-Atlantic home gardeners.
She can be reached at KathyJentz@
gmail.com.)

Be sure to ‘like’
The Delmarva Farmer
on Facebook!

accepted to Princeton. My thinking at
the time was, I didn’t want to go Princeton, I wanted to go to Penn State or
Cornell, an agricultural school. When
my father found out I was accepted, he
said I had to go.”
As one example of how things have
changed, Mount offered his library
of reference books in his home office
beside his desk which looks out on a
window yards from the entrance to the
farm’s retail store.
Some of the newer reference books
are still there, but now, one just gets
on the internet, as so much good information is posted online from Land
Grant schools like Cornell, Rutgers and
Penn State.
“Over the years, one of the running
jokes on the farm when we’d have
meetings was, I’d tell everybody to
hold on while I go look it up in the
library,” Mount said. “I’d come back
and say, ‘Okay, well maybe we need
to do this a little different than what
we were doing.’ After all, many of our
farm workers have worked here a long
time, and change is hard sometimes.”
Mount’s self-published book is
available for sale at the Terhune Orchards’ retail store and is available via
Amazon and other internet websites
as well.
At a book signing at the wine barn
over the winter, Mount said he was
surprised when his former Princeton
High School English teacher showed
up. Cecilia Hodges “was probably the
most influential teacher I had in all
my time through school. She came in

5

and said some nice things about me,
and I related my thinking of her as my
favorite teacher.
“She went on to be quite a famous
person and taught at Douglas College
for eight years and taught at Princeton
University for 18 years. It was all very
interesting to me and I just loved the
fact that she was there. The thing I realized afterwards was she had no idea of
her impact on me, because I just had her
that one year and then we never really
crossed paths again. I never forgot her
but she probably had forgotten me. It
turned out she lives right next door to
one of my good friends and he brought
her over here for the book signing.”
To be sure, the learning process
never stops at Terhune Orchards. For
Mount and his wife Pam, two daughters, grandchildren and the extended
farm family and crew, the operation has
come a long way from apples and cherries to now include nearly 50 different
types of vegetables and fruits.
Their 55-acre initial farm now
includes nearly 250 acres of working
farmland, thousands of apple and peach
trees, dozens of hoop houses, expansive
vineyards and a whole new section of
acreage being converted to organic
production.
“There’s just nothing else I’d rather
do,” Mount said before heading off to
a birthday party for his grandchildren,
who share his May 14 birthday.
“We’ve been lucky enough to travel
around the world and been to almost
every continent, yet being here is just
the best.”

Gypsum Products
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Beneduce ...
Continued from Page 3

years, some the hard way.
New Jersey Farm Bureau’s Young
Farmers and Ag Professionals group
met on June 15 at the Pittstown farm
for an extensive tour.
“We sell everything direct to consumers. We don’t sell wholesale to
liquor stores or restaurants. I’d say
we sell about 95 percent of it out the
door and the other five percent of it
we have an Internet wine club and do
some shipping,” he said.
“We have a full circle model: We
want to get people to the farm, so we
do agritourism and have some live
music on weekends and food trucks.
We’re open for private events and we
want to get them all out in the vineyards for a tour and have a wine tasting afterward.” Beneduce Vineyards
is also a kid-friendly and dog-friendly
facility.
Prompted by a question from one

of the young farmer-ag professionals,
Beneduce said he wished he had taken more business courses at Cornell
University, “but I’ve been very lucky
because my Dad has a very good business intuition.
“It’s nice to just hop on the phone
and ask questions so that I don’t look
like an idiot when the bankers show
up here.”
As far as labor goes, Beneduce
has seven full-time employees in the
vineyard plus himself.
“It’s a lot like vegetable farming.
Almost everything is done by hand,”
he said. “We’re starting to mechanize
now where we can as we scale up, but
it’s a lot of hand work, and it’s yearround, it’s not seasonal it’s a 10 or 11
month crop that needs care.”
Growing grapes is one way to keep
smaller farms viable and still be part
of New Jersey agriculture, he added.
New Jersey is home to more than 60
wineries now.
“We don’t see our neighbors so
much as competition as we see them
as our friends, our colleagues, because
we all want to grow the industry in

New Jersey together,” he said. “Another winery in our neighborhood is a
good thing as long as they’re making
good wine. It’s a good thing because
then our area becomes a destination
for wine enthusiasts.”
Grapes are one of the fastest growing sectors of agriculture in New
Jersey, “because it’s doable on a small
farm and that is often all we have to
work with here,” he said.
These smaller farms and New Jersey climate conditions can produce
a win-win situation, he argued, “as
long as we are growing and picking
the right varieties, it’s something that
really has a lot of potential for the
industry,” he added.
Was there a revelatory moment
when Beneduce knew he wanted to
spend the rest of his life in the wine
business, as a grape grower?
“For years, our family would make
a barrel or two of our own wine in out
basement, so I was always around it;
it was always part of our life. I think
for me, the seed was planted at an
early age.”
Once he began studying enology

Berries ...
Continued from Front Page

of our customers today are coming
for day trips from the Richmond and
Tidewater areas.
“We find that a number of them enjoy the pick-your-own options for our
fruit and berries.”
In Virginia, USDA data shows there
were 307 farms growing blackberries
on 287 acres in 2017, 292 farms growing the crop on 269 acres in 2012, and
193 farms growing blackberries on 268
acres in 2007.
For raspberries, there were 196
farms growing them in Virginia on
132 acres in 2017, 240 farms growing
this crop on 110 acres in 2012, and 124
farms growing raspberries on 78 acres
in 2007.
In Delaware, raspberries were
grown by 8 farms on 4 acres in 2017
and 11 farms grew blackberries on 7
acres.
In Maryland, there were 114 farms
growing blackberries on 79 acres and
105 farms raspberries on 67 acres in
2017
Bruguiere said cane crops like
black raspberries and blackberries are
labor-intensive.
To improve production, Dickie Bros.
ties their berry canes to trellises to
encourage growth skyward rather than
on the ground.
By using this framework, he indicated that blackberries are able to grow six
feet, while black raspberries are able to
get to 8 feet tall.
“This allows us to get more production from the same plot of ground,”
he said. “This technique also allows
people to pick berries at head or chest
level.”
These cane crops require two years
to produce berries. “While a new cane
grows each year, it’s only in the second
year that the cane produces fruit,” said.
Bruguiere said. “In the off-season, we

John Bruguiere of Dickie Bros. said they added berries to help diversify their farming
operation. “In farming, you have to always be willing to change to survive,” he said.
Photo courtesy Dickie Bros.

cut out the dead canes.”
Beyond inflation and supply chain
problems facing most farmers — diesel

fuel costs doubling and much higher
fertilizer prices — Dickie Bros. was
also impacted by several weather

seriously in college at Cornell, he recalled an unquenchable thirst for more
knowledge about winemaking.
“I began traveling to other wine
regions around the world and learning
more. It’s just an amazing industry to
be in because people are so open and
welcoming and happy to share the
knowledge that they have gained in
their lifetimes,” he said.
“I’ve been lucky: I’ve been to
South America, all over Europe and
I actually just returned from Slovenia
last week. I was there for an international blaufrankisch conference, an
Austrian grape that we grow here.
They invited me over there just speak
about our experiences growing the
Austrian grapes here in New Jersey. It
was incredible for me to connect with
the other winemakers and walk many
of their vineyards with them and get
a real sense of what is going on outside our little corner of New Jersey,”
Beneduce said.
“You come away from these conferences and you have a whole different perspective on what you are
doing.”
events this year,
“We had three freezes this year
as well as a hail storm in May,” Bruguiere said. “Half of our peach crop
was destroyed. Other crops were also
affected.”
Bruguiere said he is also concerned
that with the increase in gasoline prices, some of the farm’s customers may
decide trips to Nelson County might be
too expensive this year.
In recent years, one of the biggest
problems facing the berry crop is an
invasive insect species, the spotted
wing drosophila.
This pest is a type of fruit fly that is
native to Asia.
“Fruit flies native to our area don’t
typically lay eggs in unripe soft fruit
like berries,” Bruguiere said. “SWDs,
on the other hand, can lay eggs in unripe fruit. The SWDs can go through
26 life cycles in just one berry season
in Virginia.”
“We now put out sticky traps for
SWDs,” Bruguiere continued. “If we
find indications of SWDs, we spray the
berry crop.”
He mentioned that one of the biggest problems overall is not something
caused by the COVID-19 Pandemic,
inflation, or supply chain difficulties
— the work ethic.
“The work ethic is gone for many,”
he said. “To be a farmer, you have to
love the outdoors. Be willing to work in
95-degree Fahrenheit heat as well as in
20-degree Fahrenheit rain. The government today provides many incentives
for people not to work.”
Dickie Bros. has been able to operate farming operations, he added,
because of labor provided through the
federal H-2A Program that allows for
temporary agricultural employment of
foreign workers.
“It’s expensive, but the individuals
have the work ethic,” he said. “We are
very pleased with the people who come
here to work on our farm.”
Without the H-2A Program, he said
“there wouldn’t be much agriculture
left in Virginia.”
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Maryland Agricultural and Resource-Based Industry
Development Corporation

Business Directory
MARBIDCO partners with commercial lenders to
offer low-interest loans to young and beginning
farmers and other rural businesses looking to
expand or diversify their operations. Contact your
local bank, farm credit association, or call us directly at 410-2676807 for more information about our financing programs.

1-800-634-5021

www.marbidco.org (Office) 410-267-6807 (Fax) 410-267-6809
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USA
Gypsum®
Quality Products & Service
Since 1998

•Damp for lime / litter spreaders
•Granular for fertilizer spreaders
•Pelleted free flowing fast acting
•Bedding additive / conditioners
•Grip X anti-skid barn dry
•Organic Approved Products

Bags, Super sacks & bulk

717-335-0379 / Denver PA
www.usagypsum.com

American Farm

Need a new barn this spring?
Contact the lenders
with Fixed Rates!
Publications

Delmarva Farmer
New Jersey Farmer
Mid-Atantic Grower

Farmer Mac
Approved Lender
FSA Preferred Lender

888.398.4119 • www.ffb1.com
Member FDIC | Equal Housing Lender
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your information
here for only $40 per
month!!

Maryland Agricultural and Resource-Based Industry
Development Corporation
MARBIDCO partners with commercial lenders to
offer low-interest loans to young and beginning
farmers and other rural businesses looking to
expand or diversify their operations. Contact your
local bank, farm credit association, or call us directly at 410-2676807 for more information about our financing programs.

800-634-5021

www.marbidco.org (Office) 410-267-6807 (Fax) 410-267-6809
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